GREENHOUSE ROMEO

1. Step in to the rainforest. Look around and close your eyes for a while. Talk with your friend:
   - What does the rainforest feel or smell like?
   - What kind of sounds could you hear in a rainforest?

2. There are many different kinds of plant species. It is nice to study them, but many plants have also other benefits.
   - Try to find these plants in the greenhouse Romeo.
   - Name the plants.
   - Connect the plants to the right product.
3. Look all the different kinds of **leaves**. Draw three different kinds: one small, one giant and the most beautiful one.

4. Here are plants, which you can find in the greenhouse Julia. The pictures are missing something. Fill in!

- **PULLOJUKKA**
  - *Beaucarnea recurvata*
- **TÄHTIPIISPANHATTU**
  - *Astrophytum ornatum*
- **ORJANLAAKERI**
  - *Ilex aquifolium*

**Extra task at the lobby**
Look with your friend through the glass to the little greenhouse: pteridophytes (sanikkaiset)
- Choose one plant, but don’t tell your friends which one it is.
- Now your friend can ask questions about the plant, questions which you can answer either YES or NO to

- Based on your answers your friend tries to guess which one your plant is.
- When he/she guesses right you switch turns.
Answers:
2.
RICE
CACAO
BANANA
PINEAPPLE
PEPPER

4.

PULLOJUKKA  TÄHTIPIISPANHATTU  ORJANLAAKERI